Experimental microsphere targeting in a representative hepatic artery system.
Recent work employing the computational fluid-particle modeling of the hepatic arteries has identified a correlation between particle release position and downstream branch distribution for direct tumor-targeting in radioembolization procedures. An experimental model has been constructed to evaluate the underlying simulation theory and determine its feasibility for future clinical use. A scaled model of a generalized hepatic system with a single inlet and five outlet branches was fabricated to replicate the fluid dynamics in the hepatic arteries of diseased livers. Assuming steady flow, neutrally buoyant microspheres were released from controlled locations within the inlet of the model and the resulting output distributions were recorded. Fluid and particle transport simulations were conducted with identical parameters. The resulting experimentally and simulation-derived microsphere distributions were compared. The experimental microsphere distribution exhibited a clear dependence on injection location that correlated very strongly with the computationally predicted results. Individual branch targeting was possible for each of the five outputs. The experimental results validate the simulation methodology for achieving targeted microsphere distributions in a known geometry under constant flow conditions.